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Maintaining your organization’s business 

objectives and operating its safety function most 

advantageously is crucial to remaining 

competitive in any industry. You must provide a 

safe working atmosphere for all employees. In 

order to keep up with the fluctuations in the 

realm of health & safety, it is often cost effective 

to partner with an environmental, health, and 

safety expert to assist you with managing this 

overwhelming, but imperative task. 

 

EHS Support’s Health & Safety team is focused 

on providing cost-effective and comprehensive 

risk mitigation strategies that surround your 

complex worker and facility protection needs. 

 

Our proven record is a result of our extensive 

experience and knowledge across all industry 

sectors, enabling us to customize solutions to fit 

the uniqueness of each organization. While 

there are regulatory components in all of our 

services, the primary focus is to eliminate 

injuries to the workforce, improve financial 

performance, and reduce liabilities for each of 

our clients. 

In the core of our partnership, we must focus on 

more than inspections and accidents in order to 

produce the needed results. EHS Support 

provides a full circle of Health & Safety services 

which include: 

•  Health & Safety Management Systems 

•  Health & Safety Program Development  

 & Implementation 

•  Regulatory Compliance and Enforcement   

 Assistance 

•  Regulatory Interpretation and Support 

•  Mock OSHA Audits and Inspections 

•  Company Specific Health & Safety Training 

•  Leadership Training and Coaching 

•  Industrial Hygiene 

•  Safety Committees 

•  Behavior Based Safety 

•  Workers’ Compensations Reduction Programs 

•  Hiring Process Development. 

 

Contact Monica Meyer today to learn more 

about how we can help you manage your 

environmental compliance risk. 
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Safety Management Systems 
 

EHS Support assists clients to develop and improve the performance of their Occupational Safety and 

Health Management Systems. A detailed safety and health audit of policies, programs, record keeping, 

training records, and loss data is an imperative step in order to improve performance. The audit results are 

used to develop a management action plan that will ensure improved performance and provide dramatic 

return on investment and maximize the impact on our client’s bottom line. 
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In order to prepare your company for an 

OSHA inspection, EHS Support will conduct 

a mock OSHA inspection with one of our 

highly qualified safety and health 

consultants. The purpose of this visit is to 

identify potential costly violations and also to 

make sure your employees are working 

safely. 

 

We will conduct a safety evaluation onsite to 

determine potential OSHA violations. We will 

also inspect your company’s documentation 

including the health and safety programs, 

training logs, new hire training records, and 

injury and illness logs. Upon completion, your 

company will receive a detailed report that 

indicates the noted deficiencies. EHS 

Support will then partner with you to assist in 

managing these deficiencies to closure. 
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